










Serving San Jose 







 argue election 
issues
 
By Lee Smaus and Lee Fuller 
With the A.S. presidency on the






 their opinions on top 
issues
 of the
 day in in-
erviews  with the 
Spartan Daily 
yesterday. 
Presidential hopefuls Bob Hansen and John 





















 that Dorothy Webster, treasurer
 
candidate  for 
Rico's
 New 
F.nergy ticket, was ineligible for office under Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke's 
equirements  for 
A.S. officers. 
These requirements include taking seven units during the election 
semester, 14 
irks in the year prior to the election semester and a 2.0 grade point average. 
Webster  did not attend school last semester for medical reasons and took only 
line units
 last spring. 





Hansen accused Rico of bowing to 
administration  interference in the "Webster 
iffair." He said the chancellor's requirements are just another 
symptom  of this 
ressure. 
"John Rico has yielded to this pressure," Hansen said. 
Rico defended his conduct saying, "Webster is cleared as far as I am concerned. 
asked and she was 
okayed
 by three different people," referring to Martin, A.S. 
ldviser Louie Barozzi and A.S. Election Board Chairwoman Carole Matthews.
 
Hansen cited Rico's 
attempt to make sure his ticket 
met  the chancellor's 
requirements as an indication of Rico's 
willingness  to "succumb to administration 
pressure." 
Rico said the
 chancellor's rulings are, in fact, law. "As such they are 
binding.  
The only way to challenge them is in the 
courts." 





Once again Hansen accused Rico of 
bowing
 to administrative pressure in the 
case of athletic funding. 
This year's A.S. Council has 
decided
 to cut athletic grants in aid funding 
entirely. 
Hansen apparently thinks SJSU President
 John H. Bunzel will not sign the A.S. 
budget with the 
athletics
 cut and forsees possible negotiations during
 the summer. 
"Should such negotiations be necessary,"
 Hansen said, "I will stand by the 
council's budget." 
Rico, on the other hand, Hansen 
said, "would relinquish A.S. control of 
its 
budget." 
Rico said he did does not agree
 with the council's athletic cut and
 would not 
support the athletic budget if 
negotiations  with Bunzel are necessary. 
"I would use my authority to make a fair
 athletic budget, in keeping with budget 
agreements signed 
last year by Bunzel and A.S. President 
Rudi Leonardi," Rico 
said. 
That  agreement calls for a "phase out" of athletic funding.
 
Rico feels this year's council
 has not stuck to that agreement. 
Hansen criticized Rico's plan for a direct ;90,000 
grant  to athletics, if 
negotiations make a 
settlement  necessary on the athletic question. 
Treasurer candidate Nancy Baker said such
 a direct non -line item grant would 









By Norman Martin 
Members of the A.S. 
Program  
Commission agree that 
bad 
bookkeeping is the 
cause  of their 
problems, but 
they do not all agree on 





procedures  caused a lack of funds, 
which resulted in the cancellation
 of the 
Nitty Gritty 
Dirt  Band show and all 
remaining  programs scheduled 
this 




 had gone un-
noticed 
by commission members 
because of the incorrect budget. 
The commission found out last week 
that many 
of its committee budgets did 
not 




Many committee members feel the 
mixup is due to improper 
bookkeeping  
by commission chairperson Gamin 
Gammon. She does not 
agree that the 
budget problem
 is entirely her 
fault.  
"The book was in the
 hands of the 
chairperson. I feel it was 
her respon-
sibility to keep it up to date," said 
Eduardo 
Castro,  commission member. 
"She is being paid to take care of the 
book 
which  was not in accordance with 
those downstairs ( in 
the  business of-
fice)," he said. 
"Members
 are sup-
posed to do the programming, not the 
bookkeeping. 
We
 have the problems 
because of Gammons'
 lack of 
responsibility."  
The commission
 depends on the 
balance entered in the book to do 
future  
programming. Since the balance was 
wrong, the 
commission scheduled acts 
it could not 
afford.  
Hector I.izardi, manager 
of the Joint 
Effort coffee house, said he would like 
to see "rigid bookkeeping procedures" 
so that problems
 will not continue. 
Commenting on the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt  
Band cancellation, he said, "I am sorry 
that the show was cancelled. I 
had two parties willing to  put up the 
money so the show could continue. 
These people would have financially 
backed the show and received a per-
centage of the income," Lizardi ex-
plained. 
Ted Gehrke, commission adviser, 
agrees there should have been fewer 
programs cancelled. 
"The Nitty Gritty dirt band show 
should have never been cancelled. We 
should have found some way to con-
tinue the show. 
No
 attempt was made 
by 
the business office to find an 
alternative way of funding the show,"
 
said Gehrke. 
He said he feels there are many 
reasons why the commission






was not good, but I still feel 
the  business 
office didn't have it 
together  either," he 
continued. "In a 
Wednesday meeting 
we were told the show could continue. 
On Thursday, a day later, it was can-
celled. In order to guarantee
 this does 
not happen again, I would be willing to 
keep an alternative set of books for the 
commission." 
Chico Adalpe, commission member, 
said Gammon changed line items 
( transferred money from one account 
into another) without board consent. He 
said this transfer of money is what has 
caused budget problems. 
Gammon does not 
agree she acted 
without commission consent. 
"I brought up  this problem about 
transfering funds and got no response 
from commission members, so I did the 
transfer," she said. 




warned the commission that 
money was going to be tight about a 
month ago," she said. 
"This  was a part 
of the reason I did not vote to have both 
Jane Fonda and Bobby Seale on 
campus this 
semestr." 
She said she feels
 the present 
bookkeeping
 system is not effective 








The effects of the 
proposed  Assembly 













 said yesterday 
the White House




 and "neither 
complete  nor 
accurate." 
The committee told the U.S. Court of 
Appeals it still needs 
the five con-
versations subpoenaed July 23 last year 












 Trustees of the 
California  State University and 




 for the cost of 
"instructionally related activities." 
Program Board  
Director  Ted Gehrke 
objects to the bill's 
definition of "in-
structionally 
related  activities" 
because




The bill defines instructionally
 
related 
activities  as: 
"Those  activities and 
laboratory
 
experiences which are at 
least  partially 
sponsored by an 
academic  discipline or 
department 
and which are,
 in the 
judgment
 of the 
president
 of a par-
ticular campus, 
integrally  related to its 
formal 
instructional  offerings." 
The bill also lists which 
activities are 
"instructionally  related." 
Intercollegiate 
athletics
 whose funds 
have been threatened with reduced 
budgets by A.S. 
governments  at SJSU 
and number of other campuses, leads 
the list of "instructionally related 
activities." 
"Instructional
 related programs 
wouldn't have to worry every year 
whether or not they would be funded 
with this new bill," stated Don 
DuShane, assistant Dean of Student 
Services. 
The other activities the bill lists are: 
 Radio, television and film; 
 Music and dance performances; 
 Drama
 and musical productions; 
 Art exhibits; 
 Publications; and 
 
Forensics. 





 Mac from 
campus programs because they don't 
relate directly to formal instruction,"
 




rock  'n 
roll
 
concerts, will be  cut out of the program 
because the performers usually are not 
students and there
 will not be sufficient 
funding as student fees are reduced 
proportionately to the
 state funding of 
"instructionally activities," predicted 
Gehrke.  
The Cheech and
 Chong show last year 
drew 
about 4,600 people, while 
the 
average football 
game draws about 
1,400 
people,  according to 
Gehrke  and 
Jack Mauggs of the 
Physical  Education 
Department.
 
"The bill would 
take
 the funds out of 
the






have in making 
policy,"  stated A.S. 
President  Rudi Leonardi. 
Leonardi cited
 last September's 
budget negoiations where students 
were given a voice in how their student 
fees were to be spent as 
an example of 
the 
leverage
 students have when the 
money is under their jurisdiction. 
Rico said he would
 allocate $90,000 and "they can
 use it for whatever they want.
 
It's their money." 
Hansen felt
 this was another 
case  of Rico's 
willingness  






see more and more administrative intervention in 
student affairs, not just 
politics. It's kind of frightening," Baker said. 
Hansen,
 Baker and vice-presidential runing mate Bill 











The administration has 
recommended  the birth control center be 
run by the 
student health 
center, and manned by its doctors, as 
opposed  to the 
volunteer
-run, 
gynecologist -staffed center of the past two years. 
"We  support a birth control center that can 
maintain  its high quality, with 









 by the 
volunteers," Baker said. 
Rico said he supports 
the students' right to a student run 
birth  control center, 
free from administration
 control. 
Clarkson said he suspected 
Rico's
 campaign and platform were heavily in-
fluenced by the support of councilman
 Andy McDonald, an A.S. veteran and A.S. 
treasurer
 last year. 
"Andy McDonald knows all the
 ins and outs of the campus. He is 
the brains 
behind the
 Rico outfit," Clarkson
 said. 
McDonald and Rico 
disputed this charge.
 
"That's like saying former A.S.
 President Dennis King is the brains 









A touch of 
Woodstock  embraces 
the crowd as a couple






 along with Doc 






















The scene is a 
dusty  road in the Salinas Valley in the 1900s,
 Under a hot 
June sky, two mena crusty Irishman
 and his neighbor's Oriental servantride 
in a battered wood wagon that spurts up clouds of red dust as it moves along. 
"What's your name?" Samuel, the Irishman, asks pleasantly. 
"Lee. Got more name. Lee papa family name. Call Lee." 
"You born 
in China?" 
"No, born here." 
Samuel
 was silent for quite a long time while the buggy lurched down the wheel 
track.  
"Lee,"  he said
 at last, 
"I
 mean no disrespect, but
 I've
 never been able to 
figure
 out why you people still talk
 pidgin when an illiterate 
baboon





 learns to talk a poor grade
 of English in 
10 years." 
Lee grinned. "Me talkee 
Chinese talk," he said. 
"Well, I 
guess  you have your reasons.
 And it's not my 
affair. I hope 
you'll forgive 
me if I don't believe 
it, Lee." 
Lee looked 











until  they 
weren't
 foreign anymore, but 




 "It's more than
 self-protection. 
Mostly
 we  
have to 
use it to 
be
 understood at 
all... 
"I know 
it's  hard to 
believe,
 but It 
has  




 my friends 
that
 we take it 
for granted. 
"If I should 
go






 as I 
am doing 
now, I 











 they don't 
listen
 




 it is a matter of what 
is
 expected.
 You look 
at














 Samuel said 
slowly. 
John Steinbeck 
"East  of Eden" 
By Peggy 
Rudnicki 
For years, the Japanese -American has shared Lee's fate. Typecast in movies 
and books as an industrious, but definitely inferior, group, the Japanese-American 
has had a long struggle to rise above
 prejudices. 
From his arrival to the United States in 1885 until the early 1950s, the Japanese -
American has been the target of discriminatory legislation, unfair hiring and 
promotion practices, and a four-year period of incarceration in concentration -like 
camps during World War II. 
However, the Japanese-American group as a whole has managed to survive 
these setbacks and today has assimilated itself almost totally into mainstream 
America.  
Today there are Japanese -American doctors, lawyers, educators and cor-
poration executives. In fact, the Japanese
-American
 can be found in almost all 
walks 
of life. 
Yet  there is one area 
in
 which the Japanese
-American  is noticably 
absent
politics. 
The lack of elected 
Japanese  officials is 
evident  in both the 
federal
 and state 
levels of government. 
California is no exception. 
In a state where
 the Japanese -American
 ranks third in 
minority
 population, 
there is only 
one  Japanese-American 
serving  in the legislature, 
and no person of 
Japanese
 extraction has ever 
held a high administrative





 is the first, and 
only  Japanese
-American
 to serve on 
the legislature. 
This  lack of Japanese
-American  representation ( 
surfaced  in the form of 
a 
number of anti-Japanese
 bills, the most 
notable
 of these being the 




 piece of legislation 
prohibited Japanese
-Americans  from owning 
land  and 
provided  for a maximum
 lease period of three 
years on any parcel 
of
 land. 
The bill, which 
attempted  to force the 
Japanese  out of California 
agriculture, 
also  mandated 
that
 land already owned 
or leased by a Japanese











groups,  such as 
Blacks and women, have had a fairly 
significant number of representatives at 




until  1959. 
Until that year, 
when  Daniel 
Inouye, D-Hawaii, was 
elected  to Congress, neither 
the 
House  or the 
Senate  had any Japanese
-American 
members. 
Currently,  there are three members of Japanese extraction in Congress: 
Inouye  
and Reps. Spark Matsunaga )D)and Patsy 
Takemoto  Mink. ( D ) All are from 
Hawaiia state where 30-40 
per cent of the population is of Japanese ancestry. 
This figure compares to the 78 women 
and 39 Blacks who have served in 
Congress. 
The absence of a Japanese -American voice in government manifested itself both 
when the U.S.
 government cut off all Japanese immigration in 1924 and again 
during WWII
 when 







for the building of 
relocation camps for 
the  Japanese-American. 
Shortly after, the Army began rounding up and transporting Japanese-American 
citizens
 to these camps where they remained until 1945. 
However, there is evidence of a growing change at the local leveLs of govern-
ment. 
In the 
Los Angeles, Sacramento and 









 holders in recent 
years.  
Santa 
Clara  county 
with a 
Japanese  





evidence of this 
new trend. 












begun  to step 
into
 the political 
limelight.
 
Probably the most 
noticable




San  Jose 
who 
presides






was  elected 
in 1971, is the first 
Japanese  ( In the continental 
United 
States) to head a 
city  of this 
size.
 



































































a lot of 
problems
 this 




































































point,  from who would judge 
the 
show to who would be its 
chairman. These people failed to 





In any business organization, 
personal feelings cannot comprise 
the total basis for
 decision making. 
The commission is making many 
of its decisions on this personal 
interest basis. Members would 
rather fight to win their
 personal 
battles  than implement programs,
 
or so it 
seems.  
The responsibility of making 
sure that the commission 
bookkeeping is correct has fallen 
on the chairperson. It is apparent 
) min" Martin 
that she has not 
met  her respon-
sibility. Confusion over how much 
money the commission really has 




Even though the 
responsibility  of 
bookkeeping  lies on the 
chair-
person, the 
other  members cannot 
say they were 
not  at fault. 
Members  were 
responsible  for 
their 
individual







 the mixup in 
these separate
 
budgets that led 
to the cancellation 
of the
 Nitty Gritty Dirt 
Band 
Concert. If members 























































result  of the 
growing 








































































































 become a 






- had a 
request 
to
 make a 
presentation  at 
the 
Monday meeting








 course, did not stop 20 
ESA members from 
attempting  to 
be present 
anyway,
 as they knew 
they 
were
 legally allowed to be 
present,
 and had been 
given 
assurances from some faculty 
members that they would be 
allowed in. 
We 
can assume that President 
Bunzel and Econ. Department 
Chairman Willis had figured also 
on the students presence over 
lunch, just a few hours before the 
Monday meeting. 
So comes meeting time when 
who should show up 
but  three 
campus police - one using a 
walkie-




























































































































 question  
is,.. 
where




























 has been a 
great 
deal
















 are not 
completely  
represented





 decisions, or 
in faculty 
hiring and
 firing policies. 
Although it may be true 
that the 
majority
 of student 
interest
 groups 
on campus are 
somewhat  under-
represented,  it 
remains
 a definite 
fact
 that there is 
at least one 
campus
 interest group




disenfranchised  and 
entirely  
ignored in the 
forming  of campus 
decisions  and policies. 
This 
rarely  mentioned group is 
the working
 wife who is putting her
 
husband 
through  school. 
Although











that pays for 
fees and 










can't  vote in 
student  elec-
tions  and she can't 
even
 utilize the 















seems to be a lack of 
knowledge 
about  the effect of the 
budget freeze on 
campus. There 
have
 been cut -backs 
of em-
ployment
 and programs in the 
different 
departments  in the 
school. But on the
 student level 
what 
effect has the freeze 
done  to 
us? 




 to help set up the Nitty 
Gritty Dirt Band,
 Jeffery Walker 
and  John Hartford







work had been done in 
preparation
 
for the  concert, such as getting out 
publicity and finding back rooms 
for the performers.
 














we learned of 
its can-
cellation due to insufficient funds 
from 
the  Associated Students. 
I feel that not only did we the 
committee setting 
up the concert 
Spartan  Daily 
Serving  the 






































































































































 in the 
distribution  
for funds.
 Also, it 
was  unfair 

































feel,  in 













































I am writing in response to Janet 
Parker's
 editorial of 



















against it to 
change






















































ministration's ) stand that we are 
not nursing majors but "Pre-
clinical." My acceptance notice of 
May, 1971 clearly states that I was 
accepted as 
a nursing major.  For 
the last three years I have had an 
advisor in the Nursing Department 
and have been following her in-
structions and the department's 
program of study. For the last five 
semesters my report card and 
registration packet have indicated 
"BS Nursing." To my way of 
thinking these seem 
to be clear 
indications of 
my status. 
But what I believe to 
be the 
gravest misconception of the 
Parker article
 is the idea that the 
suit we are bringing
 is against the 
requiremnets of 
SAC.




retroactive  clause of SAC. 
I am 
sure many of those of us 
involved  
would  agree that
 for a 
professional
 
program such as 
nursing  a 2.3 gpa 
is 
not too strict 
but when the 
requirement  has 
been
 passing in 
all
 courses and an 
overall  GPA of 
2.0 
and students have 
been  working 
under
 that idea it 
does
 not matter 
whether the 




 it is still too 
high!  It is not the 
requirements  themselves 
that the 
suit is 
concerned with, it is the
 
retroactivity of SAC 
which we 








































She can't find decent housing 
because renters consider the 
couple "unreliable students" even 
though she
 is holding down an 
eight -hour -a -day
 job. 
She can't get credit
 because most 
businesses (in spite of recent 
"equal -rights" laws) are only 
interested  in the husband's salary, 
which  in this case is zero. 
So what does the working wife 
get in return for
 working all day for 
her student husband? 
Not much. 







someone to stand up and say "Look 
man, this lady is working 
her butt 
off to keep her husband in school
 
and she deserves rights." 
And what she needs to do 
is
 
utilize the one option that is open to 
herthe Spartan Daily. 








It's about time! 
The Supreme Court ruled 
unanimously last week in a 
California case that prison officials 
may not censor inmate 
correspondence simply to 






According to Justice Lewis F. 
Powell Jr., the court said that 
prisons,  in order to justify cen-
sorship, "must show that a 
regulation authorizing mail cen-
sorship furthers one or more of the 




This issue is, at least, in the 
courts, but it is only a drop in the 
bucket when compared to what 
else has to be brought 
into the 
public's eye. 
Racism, harrassment and bad 
living conditions, as revealed 
recently by ex -Attica State prison 
inmate John Hill, are perpetuated 
by the 
prison officials and exist in 
several other penal institutions. 
When a person must shit in and 
later eat out of the same bowl 
(as  
Hill claims he was forced to do) 
we 
must seriously 
question  the pur-
pose and the 







 Bunzel's edict. ( vote to 
abolish 80-20: yes
-3518, no-298). 
In the past month 
Bunzel  has 
neglected
 student opposition 
to the 








that students have 




















The meeting was 
supposedly open  
to representatives
 from all 
factions  
on campus 







present  a petition 
signed by 
a large percentage of the 
economics 








































































































 try to organize 
themselves in 
order  to bring 
about  
a change for 
better  medical, 
recreational and
 general living 
conditions, prison
 officials have 
berated the inmates
 with beatings 
and expulsion 
into  solitary con-
finement,






 censorship of 
prisoners mail, 
are abominable. 
If prisoners are 
denied
 the right 
to gripe about the conditions in the 
prisons, then their only recourse
 
are riots and takeovers such as 
what 
happened
 at  Attica. 
A careful look at the new 
cen-
sorship law reveals, however, that 
prison officials
 still can employ 
their own personal prejudices and 
opinions as standards for mail 
censorship. 
Officials will have to judge what 
is obscene and what constitutes 
criminal activity and just how 
broad or dense such judgement will
 
be remains 
to be seen. 
Dealing with mail censorship
 is 
only cutting 
into a link of the chain 
of 
atrocities  that befit inmates, 
who are after 























By Joe Pereira 
Both 
A.S.  and SJSU 
Housing Offices vouch there 
will be plentiful housing 
available both 
on and off 
campus this summer. 
Joe West Hall on campus, 
with 588 rooms, will be 
available at a 
rate of $6 per 
day for single occupancy 
and 









applications  to 
be in 
at
 least two 
weeks 
before the 






not  Included 
Meals are not 
included
 in 
the fee. A food 
service card 
entitling
 the bearer to three
 
meals
 a day, five 
days a 
week in the 
S.U. Cafeteria 
may be purchased for 
$5.50  a 
day. 
The dormitory will be 






housing,  on the 
other
 hand, 







cording  to the 




to the abundant 
vacancies in the summer, 
apartment managers
 lower 
the monthly rents by as 
much as MO from the regular 
semester rents and $60 
for 
houses, Jim Welsh 
of A.S. 
housing said. 
Rents run an average of 
$125 for one bedroom
 with 
one 
bath dwellings, and $155 
for two bedrooms
 with one 
bath dwellings during 
the  
regular 
school  year, Evelyn 
Robinson of 
the SJSU 
Housing  said. 
The SJSU Housing 
counselor added that when 
seeking off campus apart-
ments, 
students should 
request that housing 
agreements be written 













Ambiguity  creeps up 
frequently in the wording of 
c!eaning 
and security 



















 Edward M. Kennedy, D. 
Mass., said yesterday he 
would like to be president 
and is giving some con-
sideration to running in 1976. 
He said that by late next 
year, and possibly earlier, 
"I'll make a definitive kind 
of a 
decision  about my 
plans." 
Kennedy, one of whose 
brothers
 was assassinated 
while president and another 
while running for 
president,  
said members of his family
 
will not have a veto over his 
decision. 
No,
 they won't" 
he said in 
response 
to a question. 
"And  
they've 














on "Washington Straight 
Talk," a national public 
affairs broadcasting 
program,
 by Paul Duke. 
book talk 
Dr. 
Frances  Borden, 
assistant





giving  a book talk on 
Frances Fitzgerald's "Fire 
in the Lake" 
at 12:30 p.m. 
















































before  the 
agreement is concluded or 
who leave after damaging 
the premises, Harrison 




however, return a 
security 
deposit within two weeks 
after the tenant
 moves out. 
His 
failure  to reimburse 
the security 
deposit  may cost 
him as 











cleaning a unit 
before a new 
tenat 
moves in, is 
generally  
nonrefundable  
unless  stated 
to me 












 a move -in charge
 to 
cover  the 




















































 of the 





































is to obtain a 
copy 

















more  acceptable 
to a tenant than 
the standard 
contracts,











 of a 
document,



































means  of 
recovering  
security 




































































about  a half ton of 





 but they 





The FBI said reports of 
sightings  of Miss Hearst and 
her suspected SLA captors 
continued
 to come in 
yesterday to authorities in 
San Francisco
 and other 
cities as the 
case dragged 
into its fourth month. 
None of the 
new sightings 





agent in charge. 
The terrorist SLA claims it 
kidnaped Miss Hearst 
Feb.
 4 
from her Berkeley apart-
ment. She later
 said in a 
taped message that she 








research  expert 
John T. Fosdick, 
president  speaker at SJSU's annual
 
Tickets  are available from 
of Fosdick Associates, Inc., 
Advertising  Career Day  
ADS,










organization,  in the 





Prieta  Room. 
Journalism building  
Japanese
-Americans 
move  into politics 
from page one 
Currently, 









would be the first
 mainland 
Japanese
 to serve in 
Congress  if he is 
elected. 
Another of the emerging 
Japanese
-American polit-
icians in Santa Clara
 county 
is 
lawyer Jim Ono, who is 
running for
 assembly 






 of the Japanese -
American to run for political 
office stems






 of Issei 
(first generation) parents is 
an important factor," he 
said. 
"The Issei have brought up 
their  children with a deep 
sense of ethnic pride.
 To the 
Japanese -American, the 
worst
 sin is to bring shame 
upon the





















 on the part 
of the 









-American,  not 
wishing to 
bring  shame on 
the 




political  office, 
prefers to sit
 back and 
"wait  
until he is 
a viable  
candidate,  
or not 
run at all. 
"We  are 
brought 
up with 








the family," Ono siad. 
"The concept of doing
 
things well
 is ingrained in all 
of us. If we lose, it is 
better
 to 
have a close 
loss. That is one 
reason for the low number of 
Japanese 
political can-
didates. We prefer to wait 
until we 
believe we can win," 
he said. 
Ono, a Nisei, 
said  he and 
other Japanese -Americans 
often feel the burden of the 
Gin i concept. 
"If I were
 to appear 
foolish, I 
would feel bad," 
said Ono. "This sense of 
always having 
to
 do things 





































Mineta  agreed 
that
 
there is a sense of respon-




"We don't run for office 
just for the exercise of doing 
it. If we ask people for their 
time and money, then it is 
our responsibility to be a 
viable candidate," he said. 
A second cultural han-
dicap to Japanese -American 
participation in politics is the 
quality sociologist Kitano 
calls 
"Enryo."  
Kitano describes Enryo as 
the quality of quietness and 
reservedness 



































































































year, 59 each 
Semester.
 





















"The Japanese -American, 
because
 of Enryo, prefers 
not to stand out," said Ono. 
"They do not wish to 
make  
themselves noticable or 
cause any ripples. They are
 
less willing 
than the Anglo to 
stand up in  front of a group 
and speak. Thus 
they
 would 









onality and said his own 
move into politics was 
prompted 




 were not 
typical Issei parents," 
Mineta said. "They taught 
me 
not to be a backseater, 
but to be active. 
"Even my mother, who 
could barely speak English, 
faithfully attended PTA 
meetings while we were 
children 
because she 
believed it was her duty." 
However, as Mineta ad-
mitted, these attitudes
 on the 
part of his parents were 
unusual.
 
According to Kitano, 
because of this unwillingness 
to stand out, the Issei 
Japanese  coming to America 
made a concentrated effort 
to Anglicize themselves and 
their  children. 
"The Japanese compare 
their assimilation into 
American society to a 
stream,"
 says Kitano in his 
book "Japanese -Americans, 
the 
Evolution
 of a Sub-
culture." 
"Like a stream, they 
have 
followed the 
contours  of the 
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Just call or visit - 
your nearby FTD 
Florist. Tell him 
you want the 
FTD  Sweet Surprise 
One's
 all flowers,, 
the other, growing 
plants
 with flower accents. Both 
come in 
dainty
 hand -painted ceramic 
flower 
buckets.  An Extra Touch' 
gift
 she'll love.
 Your FTD Florist can 
send your
 Sweet Surprise 
almost  
anywhere in 







tor less dlari 
As all independent 




sets his own prices
 















when  a Sansei 
I third 
generation) looks in the 
mirror, he 
sees a Japanese, 

















 came to 
America and 
entered  into 
agriculture
 and service 
industries. The Nisei 
pushed  
a step higher 
into blue collar 
jobsengineering, teaching 
and law. 
The  next 
evolutionary
 step for the 
Sansei is politics,"
 said Ono. 
Ken Hanada, a graduate 
student at SJSU 
who is doing 
research on the Japanese 
politician, agreed that most 
of his Sansei peers  have been 
brought up in an 
Americanized environment 
and as a result "more and 
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UOP  today 
at 3 p.m. 
on
 the south 
campus 












matches  at 
UOP
 saw the 
SJSU  team 
take the No.


































Long Beach State takes
 PCAA crown 
By 













































absolutely  the 
worst  
we've ever seen." 
Due to the
 officiating, and 
their





















didn't find out  
the  officials 
were 
students  until it was too 
late to file a protest. 
"The 





plate and in the
 first game, 
he didn't
 call a curve
 ball for 
a strike 
until  the fourth 
in-
ning,"
 said Schag," 
and our 
pitcher (Steve
 Hinkley) is 











usual one) clearly 
missed many 
calls on the 
bases. 
"They 
were  just 
plain  
bad," said Menges, 
"they 
destroyed the
 whole quality 





Diego  State is 
using 




Dietz, had a 
monetary 
dispute with the local
 of-
ficials association over a 




Menges said that other 
schools have had problems 
with the group of officials, 
who are supposedly from an 
officiating class at SDS. 
"It really left us with a bad 
taste," said Menges "we are 
already out of 
the race, but 
the whole situation was 
ridiculous." 
The loss of two of three 
contests
 in San Diego, 
dropped the Spartans to 6-11 
in the 
PCAA
 and in fifth 
place,  812 games 
behind
 
front-runner Los Angeles 
State.
 
SJSU dropped the single 
game Friday, 12-3 despite 
getting 12 hits, then 
split  the 
protested
 games Saturday 2-
3 and 8-7. 
Starting  pitcher Steve 
Hinkley gave up 10 runs in 
teh first six innings
 of the 
series opener, but Schag felt 
that the officiating ham-






 in the game
 to give 
him 20 for the season. The 
three hits 
also gave 
him  60 
for the season 
and  moved 
him ahead of teammate 
Mark 
Carroll's 59 of 
last
 
season. Another record 
Mays
 broke in the process 
was the SJSU total base 
record of Jerry Clifford (85 
in 





to the lineup as the team's 
designated hitter rapped
 out 
a pair of hits in the game as 




 John Helfrick and 
Billy Getz personally 
destroyed the 
Spartans as 
they combined to drive in 
nine 
runs. 
Three Spartan errors 
ruined a fine 
pitching per-
formance
 by Don Orndorff in 
the opener. In the second 
game, Mark
 Kettman, who 
was six -for
-10 in the 
series, 
drove tn 
three  runs, in-
cluding




 the sixth inning. 
SJSU shortstop Rob 
Brassea 
committed  two 
errors 
and  third 
baseman  
Carroll
 one, and each
 miscue 
led
 to a run as 
the Aztecs 
scored once in the first, third 








 finals were expected to 
be
 a showdown 
I:etween  SJSU and Long Beach State. 
Not to let anyone down, 
..11 nine final matches 
pitted a 49er against a Spartan
 with 
:song 
Beach getting the best of it 
by winning six of them. 
In a reversal of the team
 match of last week, No. 1 
Spartan  
singles player
 Andy Moffat defeated No. 1 
49er Tom Smith 7-
6, 7-6, to capture the PCAA 
singles
 crown for the second 
straight time. 
Joe 
Meyers  took the No. 4 singles crown by 
beating Mark 
March] 3-6, 6-1, 6-1, in a real 
turnaround. 
The only other Spartan winners 
were Bob Hansen and 
Terry Rodgers in the 
No. 2 doubles as they beat Kurt 
Neilson 
and Marcus 6-4, 6-4.
 
Long Beach clinched the team 
title when Curt Condon and 
Craig
 Rodgers beat SJSU's Tony 
Yvanovich  and Bruce Antal 
6-3, 7-6, in 
the No. 3 doubles.  
The six -point margin s 48-42)
 of victory for the meet
 was the 
same as last year's
 when the 49ers also beat 
the  Spartans. 
Other final singles 
matches  saw Hansen go down 
in a tight 
one 3-6, 7-6, 7-6 
to Neilson; Rodgers 
of SJSU losing to 
Neil  
Bessent 6-7, 6-2, 6-3;
 Yvanovich lose to 
Condon  6-3, 6-0 and 
Antal drop a 6-3, 7-6 




doubles match was quite
 an affair as Moffat and 
Meyers teamed to 
take on Smith and 
Bessent.  When the dust 
cleared 
the Long Beach duo handed 
the Spartan pair a 4-6, 7-
5, 7-6 beating 
which  can hardly be 
called decisive. 
In 
his  singles match 
Moffat had to win 
the second tie 
Hope








By Terry Day 





squad were dimmed 
slightly 
last
 week as the Spartans 
finished sixth at 
the Sun 
Devil Classic hosted by 
Arizona State
 University. 
A strong Oklahoma 
State 
team copped the 
overall  title 
with host
 ASU finishing six 
strokes back. 
The first day for the 
scheduled 54
-hole  tourney 
was the best the Spartans 
could 
muster.  
Eric Batten came in with a 
sparkling




At the end of the 
initial  18 
holes SJSU was a com-
fortable third
 behind ASU 
and Oklahoma state. 
The second day was a 
completely different story. 
Paul 
Hahn
 was the 
only 
Spartan 
that could break 
par, with 70, as 
the team 
dropped
 to sixth 
place. 
The final round was more 
of the same 




topped  all SJSU linksmen 
with a 219 for teh 54 holes, 









finished  in a tie 
for 
11th with a 
220. 
Top honors 
went  to ASU's 
Mark 
Sollenberger  
who  shot 
a 
seven 








 an eight 



















"In  the Student
 Union" 
BESTSELLERS
WEEK OF MAY 6, 1974 




































































bad last round." 
"If we could have come in 
with 75 or better from
 all our 
players 
we would have 
finished third,
 but it just 
didn't happen that way," 



















BATES  in 
breaker 5-4 to gain the victory, which proved to be quite a 
boost for Moffat who had not been playing well in recent 
matches.
 
The Spartans and the 49ers were the only teams in the meet 
as third place was a tie between San Diego State
 and UC 
Santa Barbara who each had 16 points. Fifth went to LA. 






Coach Butch Krikorian 
once  again finished with a winning 
season but for the second year in a row the league cham-
poinship was just six points away. 
Moffat has finished up his career at SJSU as a champion. 
He had lost to Smith a week ago rather badly 
and his victory 























































the funniest short 





a I enny 
Bruce  routine in 
animated  cartoon 
Vaice







film that ran 
for 3 continuous years in 



















 had built 
up a 2-0 
lead  on a 


































































with  his 
sixth
-inning  











Spartans  took ad-
vantage 
of three 
walks,  an 
error  and a two
-run
 single by 
Brassea to score
 four times 
in the first. San Diego 
responded
 with five in the 
bottom of the frame, and 
after 
SJSU knotted the 
contest in the second, the 
Azetecs
 tallied a pair of runs 
to 
set  up Kettman's heroics. 
Tonight the Spartans will 
host 
the  University of Pacific 
(6-12 ) for a doubleheader 
at
 5 
p.m. at Municipal Stadium. 




























Brushers are a most 
Cimportant
 tool for 
O 
good work The best 
brushes  are 

















oil painting: Brights, 
Flats, 
Rounds,  get the 
pure white bristle. 
Fine 
work calls for 
the  soft, pointed red 
sable. All brushes 
can be had 
in 























isolated surreal pocket 
of World War I, the 
British  send Alan Bales
 into a highly unlikely,
 tiny French town to 
discover 
a bomb The 
townspeople  have fled 
and  the inmates of the 
local asylum have taken
 their place The 
resulting  interaction gives 
us 
some  of the most 
enchanting  
sequences on 
film  When the reality of the 
returning
 armies breaks the bubble
 and 
the  inmates 
have 
returned







whith people are 
really insane In our opinion. KING 
OF HEARTS
 is a rare
 treat, funny 
and sad at 
the  same time Past 
audiences
 will 
vouch for this, and we know 
you  will too  
In





VARSI T Y 
Show  Temps 
Mon fri 7 
30 & 35 
ti.0 




2 00 14 3 45 
VARSITY
 REGENCY 














FIEGENCY Show Tinos  
Mon rho, 7 00 hi 9 00 
sat  
u, 
to. H 3015 10 30 
Sun 2. 4 
/I & 10 




















own  freedom of 
e 
press.  It is a 
public  
Operty.
 To say, 
then,  that 
e 
press  has 'too 
much 










ould  have 















































years  of 




























ohibited from making 
itraints on the press, there 




 from restricting 
eedom of the press. 
He said there
 is no free 




 Bentel, right, retiring 
founder portrait














 with the sculpture- 
created the bust. 




"imposes  gags on 
the press 
reporting  of trials, 
or contempt punishment on 
reporters protecting con-
fidential news sources." 
Bentel 
said  a free press is 
something which the people 
should fight for. 
He said that although there 
is a multifaceted threat by 












good. The press has 
to
 much 
freedom.  Slap it down." 
He said he felt 
that it was 
ironic that such an attitude
 
should 
be so prevalent at 
this  
time, because 
in two years 
the country would be 
celebrating its Bicentennial. 
"We 



















































































































canoe  because 
they said
 the foam 
con-
tributed
 to the 
structural  
strength, 




























the  student 
race and 




"It  was clearly 
the 
































Reinecke's  goal 
of 











 he still 
iould  push 





























































LOU  SAILING CLUB 
meeta
 tonight et 6 30  
In the 
S U Guadglupe Room 
PRE.LAR CLUB %eels today at 3 LS p m 
A








 S 1J Pacheco Room 












meets  tonight at 7 30 in the S U 
ILMseclen 
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political planners ever 




and his fellows." 
He said that 
when
 they 
wrote the Constitution 
they  
were committed to the  
principle
 that the people 



















the  SJSU 
Native 
American  
Club  ( NAC 
) are 
working  to 


















semester  is 
working  to 
expand





















 and club 








it is important 
to have this kind
 of program 
because  
it
 will offer an 
alternative  to 
the
 present history
 glasses," he 
explained.
 "We would 










programs like this 
in the junior college
 system, 
and it is 
important
 that students
 be able to 
continue their 
studies
 when they 




Aside from the studies program, the major activity of the 
club is to increase its membership. Many 
members
 see the 
club as a means of providing Indians and interested people a 
way to express their problems and ideas. 
Membership is open to 
all  students and interested 
persons.  
Members do not
 have to be of Indian blood 
to participate in 
the club, Sherry Jorgensen,
 club president explained. 
However, to become 
a charter member of the 











 plus 'V 
and F.E.T.
 







 CALIF. 374-5200 
required  that 
members be 
at least 25 
per  cent 
Indian
 and be 
between  the ages 
of 18 and 25. 
Club 




 would like 




hoping that it 




actively  on 
campus,"  said 


























Fit. 1 - 
L. June
 14 
Sept.  6 






















 Rail Pass 
and 
Eurail  Pass 





































mail me your 



















 at Eufrazia School of 
Ballet Basic "technique" 
for 
beginning dancers. Small classes, 
individual attention. Beverl; 
Eufrazia Grant, director, 241 1300 
LEWIN'S
 METAPHYSICAL BOOKS 
2644 Ashby Ave. 
Berkeley,
 Co. 94705 
Be a 
New Age Shopper 
Write for 
Free 







 & dinner. 122
































 of today's 
American 
society."





 N. Baker, 













applications  for Its 
new graduate 








information  write to Dr. 
CS. Wallia,  2251 
Yale




TIME the best 
man won? 
Vote Jerry 
Waldie for Governor on 
June 4th 
PHOTOGRAPH NUDE FIGURE 
MODELS. Studio, strobe flash, and 
model provided. THE
 PHOTO 
GAL LISY 293.4715 
AVOID THE 








devious  methods 
exposed! Learn 
what 
Kung.fu  really is about.
 Guide 
also covers various 
styles, where to 






Henry Sakaida, Box 
4116,  Mt. View, 
Ca. 94040 








Perkins.  "If this 




10 pm Morris 
Dailey  50 
cents by Alpha
 Phi Omega 
SLEEP WORKSHOP tonight! Run by 
Dave Reynal
 from Stanford 
Weed
 












in June on Penile? Females: 18-25,  






wife type, Males. 23.35 
avg. bid. & 3050, 
drk.  hair, outdoor 
type.  Audition Sunday, 
May  12th 




 INSURANCE  
TIRED 
OF
 BEING RIPPED OFF? 
Call C515, originators of Student 
Auto 
insurance.  Lowest Rates. No  
Student 
refused.  Call 
7119-11681
 or stop 





& San Salvador) 











 non smoker 
rates also 
Call




 SEE AUTO 
TECH. 
Skilled mechanic 
specializing  in 
Foreign Economy
 & Sport cars 
Tuneup, repair 11..fronl end align 
men?. Open Sat. Bring this ad for 
discount. 297.3690 798 N. 13 St. 
JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will 
save you
 $ on auto repairs Major 
repairs











































DIRT  BIKE 
1911
 KAWASAKI









 riding only 8550







COMPLETE  18" 
BLACKLIGHT 
S12.99.
 NEW SUMMER 
KING SIZE 
TAPESTRIES
 57.50 INCENSE 
PACK OF 25 
for  29 cents 
LARGE
 
VARIETY  OF VELVET 
POSTERS  
LARGE 























 per pound. Any 
amount  Phone 
2912954 
TR6 '73 54500 
Brown Tan inter. 
14,0130  
mi. extended 
warranty  21 mpg 578 
9333 before 
3 pm or eeeee 12 am 
HARMONICA In key MC. Almost new
 
64 
Chromonica  with sharpflat slide. 
4 octaves, Paid $35, Asking $25.0ffer 
29t 3316 
PERSIAN
 KITTENS for sale:
 Scream 
colored 
males.  8 wks. purebred 
but  
no 
papers.  $30 Call 293.1671 
66 PLY. 
BELVEDERE  4
 or. VS Air, 
excl. cond. 
New  tires 
I.
 bat. $395 or 
reasonable




VW BUS low mileage. 
Call  eve. 










Britannica  15 hrs. a 
week 53.50 hr.
 Must have neat
 
op 
pearance enjoy people & 
walking!
 


















 PLAN, 3424 
Rarnbow 




 & door to 
door canvasers full 





 13638 Branham 
Ln. SJ, 1 blk 
from
 intersection of Camden & 
Branham  
across
 from the  Blue Chip 
Stamp store. 267.5060 
WAITRESS 
Nights & Weekends must 
have
 own 
trans. Over 21 Call 297 
9900 After I p.m No experience 











NEEDED  for 12 
unit
 ept 
on 23rd St near S Clara 
Choice  of I 
bcfrm 




reduce rent 680 
Call Dave Chase at 




 (July 2 
Aug.
 231 Wanted 
male  Sr. Counselor
 
and part
 time water 





Call 267 3883 
WOULDN'T YOU 
RATHER







application  send $2 
to Hawaiian
 Summers Dept. 2F. 1837 
Kalakaue Suite AS, 




part time applications now being 




must work w delicate 
materials,  good 
vision, 
and  depth 
perception required S1.45 hr
 0 
08 




Cell 287 4040 
HOUSING
 
I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100 rno 
kitchen 
priv color N. Call Ann 923 
5877 
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB -Co 
Ed 
Beaublui building, fireplace, 
grand  piano, inside 
courtyard,  kit 
color
 Iv, ping 
pong,




parking.  $79.50 share; 











 apt. hold, 
cold
 water & 
garbage





 or 292-4559 
LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts. 
$130 w new carnets
 and turn. Quiet 







LOST Mar l3 Norwegian Eikhound
 
male 6 mo Sil Blk pointed ears. 
curled 
tail
 (sim Kees) needs Med. 
























offered in exchange for 
kindness & 
companionship
 Call 298 2308 aft
 5 
Pm 
  UNWANTED 
HAIR REMOVED
 
MOTHER OLSON'S: 4 
houses near PERMANENTLY by 
Licenced and 




Electrologist.  Located 
Color TV, Kit priv, Parking 
1950.











MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to 
wall carpet, furnace heat 8. outside 
entrance. 406 S. 
11th
 St. 
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Giris 
112 5 10th seS rho shared basis 297 9991 
BOYS 99 S 
0th St 
s75 
mo US share 
297 
91116 ALSOK4 5 
6th
 St 165 mo 1,50 
shared Kitchen
 
pro 792 4552 Check 
Our 
summer rates 
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR 





Whereat? St John 
St between 10.1Ith S260 mo 
364  9367 
WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room 
$85 
Bike,  bus to SJSU Quiet 
Grad  Up 




in duplex for serious 
male  
student











 APTS. large clean.
 10 
minutes from Campus S135 
Call 269 
7198 
MALES ONLY Single rooms.
 Kitchen 
priv 
clean & quiet atmosphere 
Available now 




OFFICE OR STUDIO 
i 
bik. SJSU $55 
Own entrance, toilet, darkroom.
 No 
kit. or 
shower.  Leave phone no, for 
P.H. King Hunernifies Dept 
or call 
257-5437 before 9 pm. 
1 EDRM APT turn., outside deck, ,2 
block campus $120. 
48 S. 4 St. Leave 
phone no. for 
P.M.  King Humanities 
Dept.
 Or call 
2571437 before


































now.  Cell 
















 Only Vern 
Hall  





intelligent woman to cook 
yOur meals,
 clean your house
 and 
bear your children, in exchange  for 





















137  Escobar 
Ave Telephone











your wedding. You keep all photos 
taken  plus 
the original 
negatives  
and a free 
white







work Please call for 
details  
Photography by Dale Maggio 292 
2601 
WRITING AND RESEARCH 
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING 





50 per cent off florist




 Discount Flowers 996.1252 
or 244 6396 












photo  on a  














 View Dr 
S J., Ca. 95124




LEARN  THE 








 Great exercise and fun 
275 1521 7 8 
pm
 or 294.1025































































































 tan a. 
white 






















album  60 
color  
prints  of 
your choice, full 






Extra  lull 
color 
1.10's
 51  25 
each Staff Of 20 
photographers Make an 
ap 






 until 10 
pm tor FREE
 Bridal Packet 
Call  
779 1787
 or 257 
3161  
NEED  AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596 




REPORTS,  DISSER 
TAT 
ION 




 looks like prin 
tins, Students rates Call 226 4112 
=== 




 8 wks in Europe, 
8 wks. 
in
 Israel Europe, 6 wks. 
Europe. Contact Barbara 
Nevins 
Student Services West,









ROUND,  CONTACT 
ISCA, 11687 
San 
Vicente Blvd. Apt. 
NO. 4 L.A. 
Calif.  










young  with 














at 11 per 









 CREDIT CARD. 
Call 225 
7362 for
 information after 
00 For reservations call 298 6600 
or your 
local travel agent 
SUMMER 
FLIGHTS TO EUROPE 










and  more Ask fOr Barbara at 




710 or phone 2570301  
11109.  CHARTER from
 5 F. to New 
York June 5 TWA 707 Call Barbara
 
at Student Services West 287.8240 
LEAVING













Ask for Vinny 
at



































days days days 
days lonal day 
S1.50 







2.7$  2.90 3.00 
3.25 3.40 3.50 
3.75




Add .50 .50 







































Print Your Ad Here: 


















SEND CHECK, MONEY  ORDER 
OR CASH TO  SPARTAN 
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSF 




 days prior to 
PubliCation
 





























with Doc and Merle 
Watson, played
 to a crowd of 
50,000 people at the Frost
 
Amphitheater





packed  to capacity
 half an 
hour 




through  the 
crowd turned 
their  heads at 
the 








Lightfoot  took the 
stage, he 











 with his ballads 
of
 
love, nature and in-
trospection. 
Dressed in faded jeans
 
with patches in every con-
ceivable place, I.ightfoot 
stomped
 his foot and satiated 
the mellow crowd with -If 
You Could Read My Mind," 
"Alberta Bound" and his 
"Song
 About The Whale". 





"50 Dollar Bill," as a few 
ardent
 followers stood and 
danced while the 
rest
 of the 





Ignoring requests for 
-That's 
What You Get For 
Loving  Me," 
Lightfoot
 sang 
"Pony Man" and "In The 
Early Morning Rain" 
before  
he ended 
his  hour-long  
performance.  
The crowd 
wanted  more 
and rose to 
its feet shouting 
him back on stage. Lightfoot 
hurried back 
on,  pleased by 
the crowd's insistence, arid 
sang "The Canadian 
Railroad Trilogy," a song he 
wrote on contract for the 
Canadian Government 
honoring 
the centenial of the 
Canadian railroad crossing 
Canada. 
He tried to split, again but 
the crowd 
still  wasn't 
satisfied. and Lightfoot 
yielded to the continuing 
shouts and applause 
and  
came 
back for his last song, 
Kris Kristofferson's "Me 
and Bobbie McGee." 
"O.K. that's
 all," Lightfoot 
told the crowd, "I'll see you 
later." And he was gone. 
Watsons Open 
The show went smoothly. 
Merle Watson had started it 
off promptly
 at 2, ac-
compnied on the piano
 by 
competent Ken Louver and 
bass man, Mike Coleman,
 




 hollered and 
hooted, Merle kept 
them 
clapping 




















trustees  of Columbia University 
decided on yesterday to award no 1973 Pulitzer prize for 
fiction or drama. 
Louis Sheaffer
 won the biography award for 
"O'Neill,
 Son 
and Artist," about the life of 
playwright  Eugene O'Neill. It is 
his second volume 
of  a two-volume work 
about  the Irish 
author. 
The 
history award went to Daniel 
J. Boorstin for "The 
Americans: The
 Democratic Experience."
 the last of a 
three -volume series. 
Robert
 I mwell won 
his  second Pulitzer 
prize for poetry. 
He 
was
 cited this year for




first  Pulitzer award was 
for 
"Lord  Weary's 





award  went to the
 late Ernest 
Becker for 
"The
 Denial of Death"
 in which he 
sought
 to show 
that 
"the  fear of life and
 the fear of 
death  are 
the  main-
springs
 of human 
activity."  The award
 came exactly 
two 
months after
 Becker died of 
cancer on March 
6. 
      
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         
At this point, the blind Doc 
Watson
 was lead on stage, 
greeted by a wave of ap-
plause. 
"Man, I don't deserve this 
applause, but I'll try to be 
worthy of 
it," Doc said with a 
smile. 
He proved his 
worthiness  
with a down home type 
number, "Way Downtown" 
just foolin' around). He 
followed this with a Homer 
and Jethro tune, "Frank 
Snow is Moving 
On".  The 
lyrics concerned various 
individuals
 demise, such as 
an electrician "who turned 




 two 'Homer and 
Jethro), 
know  how to take a 




Watsons  completed 
their set 
with  "One for the 
Money" accompanied by the 
clapping 
crowd.  
Lightfoot may have been 
truly great, but the team of 
Doc 
and Merle Watson stole 


















































































































 comical to 
serious. 
The show began its slow 
climb towards cohesiveness 
in the 
two-room flat of 
Margaret Hyland, whose 
daughter, Lizzie, must 
constantly wear a glove to 
conceal her "defect," a sixth 
finger. 
Beyond logic 





came on strong as a snobby, 
upper-class, close-minded 
wrench who steps several 
times 




 "My own 
husband," 
Margaret  ob-




 Lizzie while 
in a 
rage of lusty 










Thus,  she 
handicaps  
herself and 








 to ignore the
 han-
dicap but she 
overdoes  it by 
confining Lizzie 
to
 her room 
and keeping her from at-
tending school. 
Reality too much 
Margaret also resented 
her estranged husband, 
James, whose difficulty in 
facing the reality of sup-
porting a 
family



































 do their 
own 
thing." 







late at 8 
p.m. and 
lasted  until 
12:30.
 It consisted









with a few 
comedy 
acts






were held in 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium  and 
were at-









100  to 300 
depending
 on the act. 
The thing that




prize money. The 
first prize, 







group  of 






 spirituals such 




 Water" and 
"Glory Hallelujah" brought 
the weary crowd to their feet 
with a standing ovation. 
Uru Sassa,  a remarkably 
talented rhythm, blues and 
jazz combo won second 
prize,
 for their "Swamp-
man." These able musicians 
were a treat. Equally sin-
cere, but less talented in-
dividuals, had filled the 
stage previously. When they 
finished, the quality -starved 

















Third place went to "Blue 
9 


















































Mist", a vocal group con-
sisting of Roy and Charles 
Nuriley, Mike Wesson 
and  
Melvin Hudrail. Their 
songs 
performed
 in a style similar 
to
 the "Stylistics" and 
if ankle Valle, 
were,  "You'll 
Never Get To Heaven If You 
Break My 
Heart,"
 and a 
medley comprised of 
"Summer Breeze" and 
"Ain't No Sunshine." 
The variety



















difficult  to  
sit 
through 
its  entirety 
unless  
the chance of 
winning  prize 
money 
was dangling
 like the 
proverbial  carrot in 
front  of 
your 
nose.  
There is a 
future  for the 
Follies, but 












AP iComedian Redd Foxx, who missed 
the last six segments of "Sanford and Son" last season, did 
not report to rehearsal yesterday as the NBC 
series  began 
production
 for next fall. 
Foxx' absence from the show in the past season was at first 
said to be due to illness. But 
Foxx
 later said he wanted better 
working conditions and would not return until NBC gives him 
"what whoever was 
No. 1 last had and a dollar more." 
The producers said the first show would be taped with
 or 
without Foxx. The present plan is to tape the first show with 
Whitman Mayo starring as Grady. 
Mayo starred in the last six shows with Demond Wilson as 
Lamont Sanford. 
Foxx, 51, starred as junk dealer Fred 
Sanford  until he 
dropped out of the show early this year. His absence was 
explained as a "nervous condition," but Foxx later said that 
was "a lie" and he wanted 
better
 working conditions  and 
more 
money. 
inhabit a world of fantasy in 
order to conceal his 
1.4n-
dicap,





appearance,  does a 
very good job 
with  James, 
who 




The pace of the
 show in-
tensified with




James  and 
Margaret and amongst
 the 
truant officers who required 
Lizzie's 
attendance  in 
school 






mass  of 
confusion  
that 




cursed  with 











is perpetuated when 
Dr.  Jacobson, 
played  by 
Craig
 Harbidge, severs the 
sixth




psycological  damage 
to 
Lizzie couldn't






a sinner in 
your 
innocence  and I am 




Margaret  in a 
inadequate scolding of 
herself and 
James, who 
realize that they 
have  
reached the 
top flight of , 
stupidity.
 
Sharing each other's' 



































































































































become  a 
professional.





































photographic  task to 
which you
 put it. It 







Naturally,  a 











your  camera 





Part of the reason
 
for this is the 
F-1  
system.






































than  in 





































Sharing these lenses and many 
of these accessories are the 
new 
Electronic




FTb, now improved with all expo-
sure information visible in the 
finder,  and the TLb. great for a 
second camera 
body
 or for getting 
started in Canon
 photography. 
Canon. For serious 
applications. 
For serious photographers. 
Isn't it time you got serious? 
Canon USA Inc
 10 Nevada Drive Lake 
Suttees
 New York 
11040
 









East  Paulanno Avenue
 Costa Mesa
 
California
 
92626  
Canon 
0, 
ries
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